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The hypothesis that supernovae emit cosmic-rays leads to a very satisfac-
tory agreement with some of the major observations on cosmic rays.
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Stellar wind collisions: thermal emission

X-ray emitting gas unlikely to be from SN (too young, no radio, no  polarisation, low velocity)
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Numerous high mass stars
ST < O7;  vw > 2-3000 km/s
1-10 MK
LX ~ 10% of kinetic luminosity
wind-wind or wind-cloud

LX <1035 erg/s 
10% FX < 10-11 erg/s cm2 
Detectable within several kpc

Townsley et al,  2003, 2005, 2011
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Cygnus region: non thermal emission
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Murakami et al, 2011, a PWN ?

X-rays
No X-ray diffuse emission reported

Cygnus X-3 at 0.5 ° 
Hard for coded masks and probably 

for NuStar as well Fermi   
Diffuse emmission 10-100GeV
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Bubble nebula - NGC 7635 η Carinae
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Eta Carinae
Very Large Telescope

Fermi

INTEGRAL

P=2022.7

A&A (2008) 477, 29
A&A (2010) 524, 59
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Spectral energy distribution
Close to periastron 
A&A (2011) 526, 57
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Shock acceleration is counterbalanced by

• e- IC scattering

• p interaction
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Comparing the Fermi acceleration time scale 

to the cooling times provides:

roughly independent from 

the orbital phase 

Spectral fit parameters:

Acceleration and cooling (“one zone”)

Eichler & Usov, 93;  A&A (2011) 526, 57



Observed orbital modulations
The X-ray emission varies by ~4 (excl. “eclipse”)
The GeV emission varies by 1.3
The 10 GeV emission varies varies by

2-10 keV 
RXTE

> 20 GeV
Fermi

Courtesy M. Corcoran
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Fig. 8.— Snapshots of the gas density (left column) and tem-
perature (right column) in the orbital (x − y) plane from model
Orbit-IA at φ = 0.5 (top row), 0.9 (upper middle row), 1.0 (lower
middle row), and 1.1 (bottom row). The orbital motion of the stars
is calculated in the centre of mass frame. At apastron (φ = 0.5)
the primary star is to the right, and the companion star is to the
left, of the image centre. The motion of the stars proceeds in an
anti-clockwise direction. All plots show a region of ±2× 1015 cm -
large axis tick marks correspond to a distance of 1× 1015 cm.

RD when compared to model Orbit-IA. Interestingly, at
phases close to periastron when this gas resides close to
the stars, its thermal pressure is lower than the radia-
tion pressure, which provides resistance against contrac-
tion and thus widens the layer. However, comparing the
snapshots at φ = 1.1 we see that at an equivalent dis-
tance from the stars the density of the unshocked winds
is slightly higher in model Orbit-RD, which means the
mass in the swept-up shell is greater. The inertia of the
swept-up mass is therefore greater in model Orbit-RD,

Fig. 9.— Same as Fig. 8 except model Orbit-RD is shown.

which accounts for the smaller distance that the spiral
has travelled to by φ = 1.1 in this model compared to
model Orbit-IA.
The width of the dense layer clearly affects the growth

of instabilities in the expanding spiral-shaped shell - in
model Orbit-IA the shell appears to be subject to the
NTSI, whereas in model Orbit-RD the additional thick-
ness to the layer renders it stable. This is unsurpris-
ing as the stability of an expanding shell depends on
the shock thickness (Vishniac 1983; Wünsch et al. 2010).
This raises questions about the fate of the expanding
shell in each simulation. As its outwards acceleration
is decreased by an increasing amount of swept up mass
its Mach number will decrease and as the shocks dissi-
pate it will gradually mix with the bubble of companion
wind which it encases. However, this only appears to be
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3D-hydro-simulations (Flash)
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➜ smooth e- spectrum
➜ smooth IC spectrum

Parkin et al, 2011



Simulated modulations

e- 0.5-8 GeV

π0 >10 GeV

this «bump» is related to some 
details of the geometry
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Orbital phase

preliminary

Eichler & Usov 93:  «the pionization conversion efficiency should be 
proportional to D-1, unlike the inverse Compton luminosity»

Shock

0.1-5 GeV

Simulations

preliminary
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Comparing models
1. gamma-ray pulsar & PWN (Abdo et al, 2010)  
 
Variability excludes the PWN 
Pulsar not detected by Chandra 
Coincidence probability ~10-5  

2. external shock (Ohm et al, 2010)  
 
Does not explain more than 20’% of the 50 keV component.  
Cannot explain the >10 GeV component, nor its variability  
A contribution is possible

3. two electrons populations (Bednarek & Pabich, 2011)  
 
Acceleration parameters vary along the shock surface resulting in a smooth electron spectrum 
Observed variations of the cutoff energy are much smaller than predicted

4. electrons & hadrons (Eichler & Usov, 1993;  Farnier & Walter, 2011) 
 
Still working (and somewhat expected)  
IC maximum after periastron  

Eta Carinae is likely a Large Hadron Collider



Inferred neutrino spectrum

Summary and energetics
Observations:
• In the GeV, the orbital modulation is < 2
• Above 10 GeV, the flux is strongly modulated with the orbital phase (factor ~ 10)

Wind collision simulations:
• The total electron spectrum is smooth
• The mechanical luminosity available to accelerate electrons is not strongly modulated
• The π0 decay emission depends on the density and could be modulated in a similar way 

as the X-ray emission
• Energetics:

- Thermal X-rays:                25 L⊙       (2% Lshock)
- Synchrotron:                 < 0.1 L⊙

- electron acceleration:        50 L⊙      (6% Lmec)
- π0 emission:                     10 L⊙      (2% Lmec)

• η Carinae shows evidences for electronic and hadronic acceleration

• Proton cutoff energy ≳1013 eV,  higher than measured in middle aged SNR

• Efficiency of particle acceleration ~ 5%    (Spitkovsky’s simulations: 10%)


